PRODUCT USE, CARE AND SERVICE
WARRANTY INSTRUCTIONS

Model: MJ250
Mini Juice Extractor 250W
READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT
Please read and follow the instructions in this user manual even if you feel you are familiar
with the product, and find a place to keep it handy for future reference.
For your convenience, record the complete model number (located on the product
identification plate) and the date you received the product together with your purchase
receipt, and attach to the warranty and service information. Retain in the event that warranty
service is required.
NOTE: The rating of this product (as marked on the product identification plate) is based on
specific loading tests. Normal use or the use of other recommended attachments may draw
significantly less power.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
When using any electrically powered product, basic safety precautions should always
be followed, including the following:

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT

WARNING!: - to reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or injury to persons or property:











Carefully read all instructions before operating your new product for the first time and
keep handy for future reference.
Remove and safely discard any packaging material and promotional labels before using
the product for the first time.
Before usage, disassemble the unit and rinse the unit’s parts with luke warm soapy water
(Not the motor unit).
Before using, check that the voltage of the wall outlet corresponds to that shown on the
rating plate.
Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance
malfunctions, or is dropped or damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest
authorized service facility for examination, repair or electrical or mechanical adjustment.
Always ensure the appliance is switched OFF, prior to plugging into the power outlet.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, an authorized
service agent or a qualified technician in order to avoid a hazard.
To protect against risk of electrical shock, do not put the motor unit into water or any
other liquid. Do not start the product or press the control button with wet hands. To
disconnect, turn the control to “Off”, then remove plug from power outlet by grasping the
plug, not the cord.



Avoid making contact with moving parts.



In operation, it is forbidden to put your hands or sharp objects into the feed port and any
objects instead of the plunger. In case of any accidents, please keep your eyes away
from the feed port.



To avoid any personal injury or product damage, it is required to keep your body or other
hard objects away from the juice extraction strainer, motor wheel when starting up the
product.



Please operate the unit strictly in accordance with the rated time. Do no operate the unit
for more than 5 minutes continuously. Always allow the unit to cool down 2-3 minutes
after every 5 minutes of use.



If product stops working in operation - which may be caused by the motor thermal control
protection, please turn the unit off and the remove the plug from the wall socket and
restart after allowing the unit to cool down 20-30 minutes.



DO NOT IMMERSE the motor unit in water or any other liquid. Do not wash the motor
unit. Please use a soft cloth to wipe down motor unit if necessary.



The product shall not be cleaned with the steel wool, abrasive cleaners or corrosive fluids
(e.g. gasoline or acetone).



Please confirm the proper installation of such dismountable parts such as the juice
extraction strainer and head cover, before turning the power on.



When removing the juicer from the motor unit, wait until the blades have completely
stopped.



Always use the appliance on a secure, dry level surface.



Fruits and vegetables with kernel, hard seeds, thick skin or hard shell – must be removed
before processing.



















Never place this appliance on or near a hot gas or an electric burner or where it could
touch a heated appliance..
Do not run this appliance over a long period of time; otherwise the inner parts will be
damaged.
Do not leave this appliance unattended during use.
To reduce the risk of injury to persons or property, never use this appliance in an
unstable position.
Do not use outdoors.
CAUTION: Never immerse in water, or unplug before inserting and/or removing parts.
CAUTION: DO NOT OPEN HEAD COVER UNTIL BLADES STOP.
Do not let the cord hang over the edge of a bench, table or to touch hot surfaces.
Do not operate product with damp or wet hands.
Close supervision is necessary when the appliance is being used near children or infirm
persons.
The use of other accessories not recommended by the manufacturer as it may cause
injuries to persons.
This appliance is not intended for used by persons (including children) with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliances by a
person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
Do not operate the appliance other than for its intended use. This appliance is for
household use only.
Do not operate the appliance by means of an external timer or separate remote-control
system.
The installation of a residual current device (safety switch) is recommended to provide
additional safety protection when using electrical appliances. It is advisable that a safety

switch with a rated residual operating current not exceeding 30mA be installed in the
electrical circuit supplying the appliance. See your electrician for professional advice.

Safety protection: The motor is equipped with protection setting, while over loading; it
will turn off automatically and will operate after cooling down. So make sure the unit
is turned off.

PARTS & FUNCTIONS

Serial
No.

Parts Name

1

Plunger

2

Head cover

Function Information

In putting in the food material, softly press them against the juice extraction
strainer to improve the juicing efficiency.
Head cover, connected with the machine body, plays an important role in juicing
and safety protection.

Juice
3

extraction
strainer

The cutter at the bottom of the juicer extracts juices from fruits and vegetables.

4

Central Ring

Receive and export the juice separated by the juice extraction strainer.

Juice
5

Flowing

Let juice from the central ring to flow to the juice cup.

Nozzle
6

Plate Buckle

7

Motor Wheel

8

Knob Switch

Machine

9

Body

10

Pulp Cup

Used for the connection to lock between the head cover and the unit.
Used to connect the juice extraction strainer and allow it automatically centering,
easy for access.
The switch is used to control the working status of the product, with four gears:
the reset, inching, low speed and the high speed gear.
It is the key part of the machine, inside it with motor-the power source providing
the power.
Receive and collect pulp separated by the juice extraction strainer.

OPERATIONS
Please clean the parts contacting the ingredients completely before using the product. (See Care
& Cleaning)

Gear
“P”Gear: Pulse
“0” Gear: shut off and stop
“1”Gear: low speed gear, applicable to process soft fruits
and vegetables, such as water melon, tomato, cucumber
and strawberry.
“2” Gear: high speed gear, applicable to process all fruits
and vegetables.
(As to the detailed descriptions of the selection of fruits
and vegetables and gear speed, please refer to the
second point of the User’s Manual: fruits and vegetables
selection prompt)

1. Usage
This product is equipped with safety switch system, and will not start working before all the
parts and components are in correct installation status.
Please install and use the product as follows;
Juicing Function:

1

Align the juice flowing nozzle with the juice outlet of the central
ring and install them.

2

Put central ring on the machine body.

3

Put juice extraction strainer into the central ring, and confirm it
in the right place of the motor wheel. (Before using, please
check if any damage to the net, if any, please stops using and
contact our customer service department immediately).

4

Install the head cover right above on the machine body, and
install it in the right place according to the giving direction on
the cover.

5

Button up the plate buckle with the double concave trough on
the head cover, press down the buckle, and the sound of “click”
means successful installation.

6

Install the pulp cup to the machine body.

7

Place juice cup under the juice flowing nozzle.

8

Align the plunger with the flange inside the feed port on the
head cover.

9

Power on, ready to work. (Confirm the switch on the close
status before power on)

10

Wash fruits and vegetables, slice into pieces (with kernel, hard
seeds, thick skin or hard shell shall be removed)

。
11
Start the switch.

12

Feed fruits and vegetables prepared into the feed port.

Push pieces of fruits and vegetables gently into the feed port
with plunger and too excessive of force implied on the rod may
13

affect the juicing effect.
(Keep your fingers or other objects away from the feed port,
please power off to clean, if full, the pulp cup or juicing cup.)
After completion of processing ingredients and no juice flowing
from the nozzle, shut off switch and power off, and remove
juicing cup away from the nozzle after the motor and juice

14

extraction strainer completely stops working.
(Drink juices when it is fresh, as its taste and nutritive value
may be affected by long exposure to the air.)

CARE & CLEANING
1. Before cleaning, unplug the motor base from the power outlet.
2. For easier cleaning, always rinse/wash immediately after use. Do not let liquid dry in
the unit assembly, as this will make cleaning extremely difficult.
3. Dismantle all detachable parts. Lift the parts assembly off the motor base.
4. Wash the unit’s parts (except the motor unit) and blades using warm soapy water,
then rinse thoroughly. The blades are very sharp, so please handle with care.
5. Rinse well and dry. Leave the parts to dry upside down, and away from children. The
product should be placed in dry place and away from ultraviolet rays.
6. Wipe the motor base with a damp cloth and dry thoroughly. Remove any stubborn
spots by rubbing with non-abrasive cleaner.
7. Product shall be clean and dry before storage.

CAUTION: Never immerse the motor unit in water or any other liquid.
CAUTION: Do not use rough scouring pads or cleansers on parts or finish.

SPECIFICATIONS

Rated Voltage

220-240V~

Rated Power

250W

Rated Frequency

50Hz

Continuous operating time of

≤1 minute

juicing
≥ 2 minutes

Spacing Interval

The product is class II electrical appliance and has no need of adding grounding device.

FAULT ANALYSIS & TROUBLESHOOTING

Fault Phenomena

Unable to start
switch, product
fails to work.

Cause Analysis

Troubleshooting

1. Improper installation of central

1. Install central seat in proper

seat.

place.

2. Head cover installed in wrong

2. Install head cover in place.

place.

3. Replace the head cover.

Please send the product to our

Electric motor
makes us smells
bad at first few

company’s maintenance point
It is normal.

nearby if the product gives off
unpleasant smell still after

times.

repeated use.
1. Check if under voltage
1. Under voltage

2. Disconnect power, take out the

Halting when in

2. Excessive ingredients

surplus ingredients.

service.

3. Push the rod with excessive force

3. Push the rod gently.

4. Motor thermal control protection

4. Restart it after stopping 20-30
minutes.
1. Replace the net.

Too much pulp

1. Juice extraction strainer

contained in the

damaged.

juice

2. Too much pulp in the central ring.

2. Clean the central ring.

1. Improper installation of juice

1. Install juice extraction strainer in

extraction strainer and poor running proper place.
Abnormal

balance.

2. Place product stably or install

vibration or big

2. Unstable placement of product or

the foot pad in proper place.

noise.

come off of foot pad.

3. Check if any over voltage.

3. Over voltage

4. Disconnect power and take out

4. Excessive ingredients

surplus ingredients.

1. Much pulp in the central ring.

1. Clean central ring.

2. Press the plunger with excessive

2. Press the plunger with proper

force.

force.

Cutter twined by ingredients or

Disconnect power, take out

blocked

ingredients.

Low quantity of
juice

Cutter

The above mentioned contents are common fault analysis and troubleshooting, for others,
please contact the company Customer Service Department.
Maintenance points Designated by our company are detailed in the warranty card.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Australian Customer Service
GAF Control (Sales) Pty Ltd
P.O Box 19
Altona North Victoria 3025
Phone: 1300 659 489
Hours: 9am-5pm (EST) Mon-Fri
www.gafcontrol.com.au
*This product may vary slightly to the product illustrated due to ongoing product development.

WARRANTY
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under Australian Consumer Law. You are
entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other foreseeable
loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. The above applies subject to the
item not being accidently dropped by the user-or being used for purposes other than the intended use
- or being tampered with. Maxim Housewares guarantees the product for 12 months from date of
purchase. Refunds or replacements at retail store level are under the guidance of the stores
rules/regulations. In the event of requiring assistance, the retailer from whom you purchased the
product should be your first port of call.

Supplier warranting this product:
GAF Control (Sales) Pty Ltd & Maxim Housewares
441 Kororoit Creek Road, Altona
Victoria, 3018, Australia.

12 months warranty from date of purchase. 90 days warranty from date of purchase if used
commercially. If your retailer has not validated your guarantee, then retain your purchase receipt. The
guarantee does not cover accidental breakage or damage of your product or if it has been tampered
with.

Product Model Number: MJ250
Purchase Date: _________________________________________________
Retailer: ______________________________________________________
Retailer Store Address: __________________________________________
Name of Purchaser: _____________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Due to the Maxim policy of continual product development; specifications, colours and details
of our products as listed or depicted in this user manual or on the product and its carton may
differ slightly
Product: Made in China.

To view the full range of Maxim Housewares products, please go to our website.
www.maximhousewares.com & www.gafcontrol.com.au
For additional consumer support – email us at:
gaf@gafcontrol.com.au

